The classical and quantum model of high spin particles is proposed and analyzed in this paper. The covariant quantization leads to the spectrum of the particles with the masses correlated with their spins. The particles (and anti-particles) appear to be orphaned as their potential anti-particle partners are of different mass.
Introduction
The classical and quantum model of the particle with spin dependent mass spectrum (Regge trajectory) was introduced many years ago in [1] . It is defined by the standard action for relativistic massive particle supplemented by kinetic term for (commuting) Majorana spinor and covariant coupling of the velocity with spinor vector current. On the canonical level, the model is given as constrained system with constraints of mixed type. By solving the second class constraints and quantizing the resulting first class system one obtains the description of it's spectrum in terms of Wigner basis [1] .
There is an essential structural difference between the particle model of [1] considered in this paper and the majority of the models based on the "bosonic" supersymmetry principle [2] (and references therein). In the supersymmetric models the spinor bilinear currents (j µ ) are related with space-time coordinates, and their structure (up to kinetic terms of spinors) is roughly speaking, governed by the substitution:
In the case of [1] the supersymmetry principle was not taken into account. The main point of its construction relies on the substitution: p µ → p µ + j µ . This rule seems to be much more consistent with the geometrical nature of the objects under consideration and is additionally supported by commonly accepted principle of minimal coupling: spin-mass coupling this time.
In this paper the covariant formulation of the model of [1] is presented. In contrast to earlier approach the current analysis does not rely on solving the second class constraints but on their (complex) polarization. On the quantum level this corresponds to the well known Gupta-Bleuler procedure [3] . The polarized constraints give the generalization of Dirac-type equations (spin irreducibility) [4] for the particles with arbitrary spins and masses located at the Regge trajectory.
The covariant formulation seems to be essential from the point of view of BRST approach [5] . In particular, due to the presence of the second class constraints, it enables one to investigate of so called anomalous BRST complexes. The objects of this kind were introduced and partially investigated in the context of the massive string theory [6] . It seems, that the simplicity of the particle model (finite dimensional algebra of constraints) in comparison with the string formalism, may enable one to understand better the BRST approach to anomalous systems.
The covariant formulation can also be the starting point to the analysis of this multiparticle system in the presence of external fields e.g. Yang-Mills field or gravity. It is particularly interesting to analyze the second case in the context of "graviting" spin, which can be essential to describe the collapse and evaporation of heavy astrophysical objects (see e.g. [7] ). Since the masses of the particles are fixed dynamically it would be, by all means, interesting to investigate the model in the presence of basic black-hole metrics e.g. Schwarzschild, Kerr and Reissner-Nordström backgrounds (see e.g. [8] ).
It should be stressed that the spectrum obtained here is not CPT invariant. It seems that in order to restore this symmetry it is necessary and enough to add another spino-rial degree of freedom in an appropriate way. This would make it possible to construct the corresponding local quantum field theory. The full analysis of the model modified in such a way looks more complicated and is postponed to the future publication.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section the classical model is briefly recalled. The mixed type Poisson algebra of constraints is polarized and the complex Weyl coordinates are introduced. The second section is devoted to the analysis of the model on the first quantized level. The space of physical states is found by solving the Dirac-type equations for spin irreducibility and imposing the kinematical constraint. Finally, the results are summarized and some open questions and problems are raised.
The classical model
The classical model considered in this paper is defined by the following Lagrange function [1] :
The first two terms constitute the standard action of the scalar relativistic particle of mass m 0 . It is supplemented by the kinetic term for Majorana spinor η and the term which couples the particle trajectory with spinor current:
For the real Majorana spinors to exist it is assumed that the metric in Minkowski space is given by: g 00 = −1, g ij = δ ij ; i, j = 1, 2, 3. The Lorentz invariant scalar product of spinors used in this paper is antisymmetric and can be explicitly realized as 1 :
One should notice that the spinor current (2) present in (1) is inevitably light-like:
This is the general property of the vector currents built out of single Majorana spinor.
The Lagrange function (1) defines the constrained hamiltonian system. After elimination of the canonical variables corresponding to world-line 1-bein (e.g. by putting e ≡ 1), one is left with the phase space parametrized by the particle position and momentum (x µ , p µ ), and the canonical pairs corresponding to the real Majorana spinor variables and their spinorial momenta (η α , π α ). Their Poisson Brackets are of standard form:
The system is obviously constrained. Due to the fact that the Lagrange function (1) is linear in time derivative of spinor there are second class constraints:
where π α = C αβ π β and (C αβ ) is the inverse of the matrix defined in (3). The above constraints are supplemented by the first class kinematic condition which is related with the reparametrization invariance of the action corresponding to (1):
This constraint coincides with the canonical Dirac hamiltonian. One should notice that due to (4) the hamiltonian does not contain the quartic terms in spinor variables. The algebra of constraints is closed as in addition to (6) one has:
From (6) and the formulae above it follows that the constraints form the system of mixed type.
There are two ways of treating of the systems of this kind. One may solve the second class constraints to obtain the first class system on the reduced phase space. This way of proceeding was already applied in the paper [1] . After quantization it gave the description of arbitrarily high spin particles in Wigner basis. Their masses appeared correlated with spins. For at least two reasons the other method will be applied in this paper. First of all, it gives much more tractable, manifestly covariant description of the spectrum, and secondly, being more transparent, it prevents one of making the mistakes which are present in [1] . The approach adopted below has its sources in the ideas of [3] . Instead of solving the second class constraints one may polarize the Poisson algebra (6), (8) to obtain an equivalent system of first class. Due to the structure of the Poisson brackets of H D with G α in (8), the way of polarization essentially depends on the value of p 2 . It should be mentioned that the algebra of constraints admits the real polarization for tachionic momenta p 2 > 0. The analysis of this situation is physically less interesting and much more difficult formally. For these reasons it will not be pursued here.
In the most interesting case p 2 < 0, which corresponds to the (real) massive particles, the polarization of constraints algebra is necessarily complex and can be defined by two complementary (momentum dependent) projection operators. The polarized constraints are defined as follows:
where m(p) = −p 2 is the mass function. From (6) and (8) it follows that the systems defined by either
The "classical anomaly" is hidden in the mixed bracket:
There are at least three good reasons to introduce the complex Weyl parametrization of spinor variables now. First of all, the algebra of functions on the phase space got already complexified. Secondly, the Weyl spinors constitute the minimal building blocks for construction of all SL(2; C) representations. The last reason is that in these variables the independent constraints defined by the polarizing projections (9) are transparently visible. The real space of Majorana spinors (η α , π α ) decomposes into, mutually complex conjugated 2 , Weyl components (z A , z A ) A=1,2 and (zĀ, zĀ)Ā =1,2 . They span the eigensubspaces of γ 5 matrix corresponding to ±i eigenvalues. This decomposition is obviously SL(2; C) invariant. According to (5) the Poisson brackets of the canonical Weyl variables are given as follows:
where ǫ AB and ǫĀB are the matrix elements of the bilinear form (3) in the complex basis.
The second class constraints of (6) relate the Weyl coordinates: G A = z A + z A = 0 and GĀ = zĀ + zĀ = 0. Their polarized counterparts (9) can be reexpressed in the following way:
where p AB and pĀ B are (mutually complex adjoint) matrix elements of the real operator p µ γ µ in the complex basis of Weyl spinors. The Clifford algebra relations imply that they do satisfy: p AB pB C = p 2 δ A C and pĀ B p BC = p 2 δĀ C . The Hamiltonian constraint rewritten in terms of Weyl variables takes the form:
The Poisson algebra of the complex constraints can be easily calculated. From (10) it follows that:
One may check that the functions (13) are, under the Poisson bracket, the massweighted eigenfunctions of (14):
It is not difficult to notice that G A (±) and GĀ (±) are not independent. One finds the following relation:
From (15-16), the conjugation properties G A (±) = GĀ (∓) and the relation above, it follows, that the systems (H D , G A (±) ) constitute, mutually complex conjugated, polarized Poisson algebras of first class.
The quantum model
The classical system is canonically quantized in the representation on the space of square integrable functions of the momentum variables (p µ ) and Weyl spinor coordinates (z A , zĀ). According to (5) , (12) and the standard correspondence rules the canonically conjugated variables are realized as differential operators: x µ → −i∂/∂p µ and z A → iǫ AB ∂/∂z B , zĀ → iǫĀB∂/∂zB . Under this substitution the constraints of (13) take the following form:
while the canonical hamiltonian (14) is transformed into:
) .
As it will be made evident the operator S above is responsible for spin-mass coupling. The generators of SL(2; C) group are obtained as the operator counterparts of the conserved classical quantities corresponding to Lorentz invariance of (1):
The momenta of the particles were already at the classical level restricted to the massive region p 2 < 0. This open domain consists of two disjoint components: the interiors of the future pointed p 0 > 0 and past pointed p 0 < 0 light cones. The wave functions with supports in these disjoint regions should be interpreted as particle and antiparticle states respectively. Hence, the space of states of the system under consideration decomposes into the direct sum of two orthogonal subspaces:
consisting of the wave functions with supports in p 0 > 0 and p 0 < 0 cone interiors. The physical subspace H phys of H should also be searched for in the form of the direct sum corresponding to (21). The direct summands should be defined by:
where (without any correlation with ↑↓ at the moment) either G A (+) or G A (−) constraints are imposed.
From the representation theory of the Poincare group it clearly follows [4] that one should look for the solutions of the constraints equations within the set of functions of the form:
where W (z,z) are the polynomials of Weyl variables with square integrable p-dependent coefficients, and Ω ± (p) -the exponential factors of Gaussian type in (z A , zĀ) coordinates. Their presence is essential for the states (23) to be normalizable.
For the exponential factors to belong to the physical subspace it is necessary to impose the constraints equations G A (±) Ω ± (p) = 0 . Their unique (up to multiplicative constant) solutions are given by:
According to the convention adopted in (3) the matrix (pĀ B ) is negatively defined for p 0 > 0, while it is positive in p 0 < 0 region. Consequently, the space of physical states is necessarily of the following structure:
i.e. the positive frequency physical states are annihilated by G A (+) and negative frequency physical states occupy the kernel of G A (−) . From (20) and (24) it follows that the states Ω ± (p) are of scalar character with respect to SL(2; C) transformations, i.e. they carry spin zero. For this reason it is natural to call them the spin vacuum states. Since the spin vacua (24) are in the kernel of the constraints (18) their action of on the states (23) simplifies remarkably:
where D A (±) denote the differential parts (18) of G A (±) .
In order to recover the structure of the space (25) the detailed analysis of H ↑ (+) will be presented here. The way of proceeding with H ↓ (−) is completely analogous. Any state from H ↑ can be represented as a superposition of the vectors with fixed (common) (z A , zĀ) degree 2j:
The subspace of H ↑ spanned by the above states is stable under the action of SL(2; C) group generators of (20). It contains the positive frequency wave functions of the particles with spins not exceeding j and is highly reducible: for example the multiplicity of spin j representation in (27) equals to 2j + 1. This degeneracy is completely removed by the constraints G A (+) : when imposed on the states (27) they generate the chain of equations:
where n = 0, . . . , 2j − 1. These relations can be called the generalized Dirac equations 3 [4] . They enable one to express all fixed n components in the expansion (27) by the single one. As the root component one may choose for example the holomorphic part corresponding to n = 0:
3 For j = 1 2 (28) is exactly Dirac equation.
Then the recurrence of (28) is solved by:
Hence, the constraint equations G A (+) = 0 which remove the degeneracy from (27) are nothing but spin irreducibility conditions [4] . According to the analysis performed above one is in a position to introduce the intermediate space of physical off-shell states. This space splits into the direct sum:
where the subspacesĤ ↑ j (+) contain exactly one family of the particles with fixed spin j but with arbitrary masses. In order to recover the physical spectrum one has to impose the hamiltonian constraint H D on the spin irreducible states of (31). Luckily, the operator S of (19) is diagonal on the space of off-shell wave functions fromĤ ↑ (+) : SΨ j (p, z,z) = −hjm(p)Ψ j (p, z,z). The equation H D Ψ j (p, z,z) = 0 imposes the following simple condition on the momentum support:
This equation has two real solutions with different signs. The positive one is given by:
In this way the momentum support of H ↑ (+) gets reduced to a single mass-shell corresponding to (33). The reduced space contains the states of a single particle with fixed spin and mass. The whole space of physical states H ↑ (+) with future pointed momenta contains the particles with arbitrarily high spins and with masses tending to zero when their spins grow. In order to summarize the structure of the space of physical states, it is worth to present the explicit formulae for their scalar product calculated in terms of the spin root components chosen in (29):
with C j being the positive combinatorial factor 4 .
In the case of the space H ↓ supported by the past pointed momenta one is, as it was already justified by normalizability arguments, to impose the complementary G A (−) spin irreducibility constraints. The analysis analogous to the one performed above leads to the recurrence formula of the type of (28), and again gives the representation of the fixed spins in the irreducible way. The kinematic constraint (19), applied to spin irreducible states Ψ j (p, z,z) with the support on the past pointed momentum cone, amounts to the following condition this time:
which has the unique positive mass solution given by:
In contrast to the previous situation the masses of the particles grow with their spins.
The content of the quantum system under consideration can be summarized as follows. First of all, the model describes the infinite family of particles with spin. In both, particle (p 0 > 0) and anti-particle (p 0 < 0) sectors, every spin is represented in the irreducible way i.e. with multiplicity one. According to (33) and (35) the masses of particles and their potential anti-particles are located on two different Regge trajectories (Fig.1 ). The mass difference grows linearly with spin:
and for this reason it is justified to call the particles and anti-particles as being orphaned. 
Conclusions and outlook
As it was shown, the simple classical model considered in this paper describes, after quantization, the families of particles and anti-particles located at diverging Regge tra-jectories with common beginning at spin vacuum. The kinematic equations (32) and (34) besides of the solutions given in (33) and (35) admit also the solutions with negative masses. The absolute values of these masses complete the spectrum by missing CPT related elements. Unfortunately, they had to be rejected as unphysical. One could try to interpret them as negative frequencies in the rest frame of the particles. It is however excluded by the obvious reasons: the functions of (23) become not normalizable, and, in fact, they do not belong to the Hilbert space of the quantum model. Hence, it seems that the phenomenon of CPT symmetry breaking is the intrinsic property of the considered system.
As it was mentioned in the Introduction, it is possible to try to restore this symmetry in conceptually simple way -by supplementing the system by an additional spinorial degree of freedom with opposite spin-mass coupling. The Lagrange function of (1) gets then modified to:
This simple modification leads however to an additional quartic term in Dirac hamiltonian, which describes the cross-interaction of spinor currents. For this reason, the analysis of the model extended in this way is much more difficult, and is postponed to the future publication.
One more remark is in order here. From (33) it is evident that the model (at least in the case of m 0 = 0) admits massless solutions. One would like to obtain these states by some limiting procedure out of the massive ones. This procedure is not straightforward as the spin vacuum states of (24) do vanish when the mass tends to zero. For this reason, the massless limit has to be defined in some more subtle way, which would in addition give as an outcome, the one component wave functions for the massless particles. This problem is left open.
It is worth to mention finally, that the local field theory based on the system of the type considered here, can be used as a starting point to the analysis of the Friedmann-type cosmological model with multi-spin sources (see e.g. [9] and the references therein). The work in this direction already started.
